
Resources for Learning EFT 
Dennis Eames, LMFT ~ Infinity Family Therapy 
infinityfamilytherapy.com ~ d.r.eameslmft@gmail.com 

 
If you connect with this model and want to learn more 

Introductory EFT trainings – typically half day or one day 
• Attachment Theory in Practice Online Next 3/18  

iceeft.com/iceeft-event-list/?type=atip  
Basic EFT Training – “EFT Externship” – 4 days  

• Next online: MARCH 9-10 & 16-17, 2023 (online monthly) courses.ICEEFT.com 
• In-person – sponsored by local or regional EFT communities or centers  

(Spokane March 27-30 EWNIEFT.com ) 
Intermediate Training – Core Skills 
Wide range of advanced trainings 
Self-Supervision (watching your tape) and Supervision–where you learn to do therapy.  
 In Alaska: Ann Stockman  anchakann4@gmail.com 
 in Washington: WAEFT.com or EWNIEFT.com 
 Find Other EFT Communities around the world at: 
    iceeft.com/eft-centres-and-communities/ 
 
Mailing Lists 
Join AKEFT Mailing List at http://eepurl.com/cvJpcb 
Join Infinity Family therapy Mailing List at: http://eepurl.com/h7Wi39 
 
 
Other Resources 
 

The Leading Edge (podcast) 
https://theleadingedgeineft.podbean.com 
https://www.facebook.com/pushtheleadingedge/ 
 

We Heart Therapy (YouTube Channel) 
https://www.youtube.com/c/Wehearttherapy 
  
Dr. Sue Johnson 
drsuejohnson.com 
Books include: Love Sense 

Hold Me Tight 
Attachment Theory in Practice 

 
International Centre for Excellence in Emotionally Focused Therapy 
iceeft.com  
 
Project Uganda: Restoring Our Community Through Relationship Transformation 
https://chuffed.org/fundraiser/theugandaproject-21746 
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Pathway to Certification 
 
EFT Externship (4 days) 

+ 
Core Skills (typically four 2 day “weekends” about a month apart. (usually Thur-Fri or Fri-Sat) 

+ 
8+ hours of supervision with ICEEFT approved supervisor/supervisor in training or trainer 
  Usually takes more than 8 hours 
 + 
Submit for review: Stage 1 tape (20 minutes) 
     Stage 2 tape (20 minutes) 
   Annotated transcripts of 20-minute clips 
    Case conceptualization(s) and more 
 

Why Get Certified: 
by Dennis Eames, LMFT (2017) 

As I have trained in various therapy models in the past 19 years, I’ve often had the 
attitude that it didn’t matter whether I got certified in the approach or not. I wanted to 
learn the model and help clients. A piece of paper saying I was approved by a group 
didn’t seem to reflect effectiveness – like getting an 800 on your SAT reflects more of 
your test taking ability that your actual capability. EFT is the first therapy that I have had 
a desire to go through the process of certification for. As I’ve been assembling my 
materials to apply for EFT certification, I’ve been asking myself, “Why does it matter to 
me?”  Here’s what I have come up with: 

• EFT certification benchmarks are meaningful to my skill and ability to work with 
and help couples, they are not purely a set of academic or consultation steps that 
I have to get my boxes checked and pay fees for. 

• The EFT certification process requires proof that I have become a better 
therapist. I can demonstrate a thorough cognitive understanding of the model 
with a consultant or supervisor. That’s easy for me. But in EFT I have to report 
cognitive competency, as well as demonstrate a wide range of skills and 
techniques and the ability to work with emotions in the here and now. My 
supervisor and the certification reviewers both see recordings of my work so 
certification is linked to mastery of the therapy.  

• A bonus reason for EFT certification is that Dr. Sue Johnson has a significant 
media presence and is constantly encouraging potential clients to find a Certified 
EFT Therapist.  


